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Abstract
In optical heterodyne detection processes, Corcoran's analysis on the
directional characteristics of one‑dimensional detectors was modified to two‑
dimensional detectors.
In the case of unfocused light beams the directivity factor of a rectangular
detector of sides a and b, D(0i, e2, n, g2), is given by 4 sin (2a!2)･sin(gb/2)leqab

and the directivity factor of a circular detector with a radius of Po is D(tu, Po)

=2di(tu,P,)/tuP,. The directivity factor of focusing light beams with a single
rectangular aperture of sides 4. and rp. is in a similar form to the unfocused
Fraunhofer problem and the directional pattern is narrowed as the rectangular
aperture is increased. In a case where two rectangular apertures are used and
translated so that the images remain fixed as the angle of iBcidence changes,
the directional pattern is less sensitive to the angle.

Good experimental confirmation was obtained with optical homodyne
recelvers.
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1. Introduction
The fundamental properties of optical heterodyning as a coherent optical
detection method were fairly well presented by Hutteri), Jacobs2), Siegman,
Harris, McMurtry3>, Sakuraba and Rowè)'5)'6). The signal and noise properties
of optical heterodyne receivers have been discussed thoroughly by Oliver7),
Haus, ToviTnes, Oliver8), Jacobs, Rabinowitz, LaTourrette and Gould9)･'O). The
strict alignment tolerances necessary to keep signal and local oscillator wave‑

fronts in phase, over the photosensitive surface have also been pointed out
by Siegman, Harris, McMurtry3), Corcoran"), Sakuraba and Chidai2) and di‑
rections for apparently relaxing these alignment tolerances have been offered
by Read, Fried and Turneri3)''̀) and the antenna properties of optical heterodyne

receivers were pointed out by Siegmani5). The optical superheterodyne receiver
which uses a precision angle tracking servo to maintain receiver spatial align‑

ment with a remote transmitter was recently shown by Lucy, Lang, Peters and
Duvali6).

The optical heterodyning exhibts selectivity properties which do not
normally appear in heterodyne detection at lower frequencies. These directional
properties arise because the surface or detector volume is generally large com‑

pared to the optical wave length. As a result, the phase difference between
tvkTo Iight beams and thus the phase of the difference frequency signal, can
vary widely over the detector surface. In previous work on optical heterodyne
detection, directional problems have been mentioned but no quantitative results
have been given iB detail.
Corcoranii> gave the directional characteristics of the one‑dimensional strip

detector in the case of two unfocused light beams, focusing light beams with
a single aperture and focusing beams with multiple apertures. It was shown
in his analysis that when the effective aperture is increased by focusing two
beams with a single lens, then the directivity increases, but if two apertures
are used in order to maintain the images in the same position, the directivity
is reduced. In order to determine the directional characteristics in a heterodyne

detection process, the distribution of the radiation at the detector surface and

the shape of the detector surface must be considered.
This paper deals with the directional characteristics of two‑dimensional
detectors in optical heterodyne detection processes. The derivation will be
based on Corcoran's analysis for one‑dimensional detectors and information
will be added by extending his analysis to two‑dimensional detectors. A com‑
parison of theoretical and experimental values will be made with rectangular
and circular detectors in optical homodyne receivers.
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2. GeneralSolution
Analyses of the photodetection mechanism for incoherent and coherent
radiationi7)'i8) have shown that the current output of the detector is proportional

to the square of the total electric field at each point on the detection surface.

This was summed up over the entire area, and temporally averaged over
a short period of time (10‑'O sec for a photoelectric material)i9). Then the
output current of the detector process can be expressed as
i(̀) = I;Sl‑.S.,[V{')(P, t,)]2dAd,,

= ‑41T Sil,,j.,[v2 +2vv* + v*2]dA.dtt

= ; S.<VV">dA+iS.,<V2+ v*2>dA, (1)
where V(")(P, t) is the real disturbance at point P and time t proportional to
a component of the electric field20) and V(R t) is the complex function associated

with V(')(P; t). An unessential constant factor has been dropped and the
brackets indicate a time average over an interval T around t. When the field
at the detector surface is a superposition of monochromatic waves:

'
"V(E
t)‑Z]
E.(P)e‑jCOnt
(2)
7t
the output current is
i(̀) == ; S,,<;, En(P)'E,*, (P)>dA + E j. <,:es,tt,,,En(P)'E,',,(1[')e7d̀wnmbl"t'̀>clA.

'2S.,<(III,]En(P)e‑jtu"')2+(lli,]E,",(P)ejevǹ)2>dr1. (3)
The first term shows the d‑c current and the third term has optical frequency

terms. It is noted that optical frequency terms are presumably completely

suppressed by the averaging process. Even if they were not, we have no
practical means of coupling or measuring an optical‑frequency‑modulated electron

current. Then the output current becomes
i(t) == ‑ll‑S., <,ii,i‑,:',E)n(P)'EX (1]')e"j̀wn‑blm)t> dA

=K,,Rt,;,eU'"̀"'t"""'t'̀S.,En(P)'E,",(P)clA., (4)
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where an average was taken over a period so that

tun‑to?,b<1/T<ton,tune, (5)
and the average value of the current was ignored. Since n and m assume
all values, the expression for the current can be written as

i(t) :=: Re,li,l,.eLj̀to"‑Wm'tS.En'E,",,clA‑ (6)
mb>n
Again, the unessential constant factor was ignored.

In particular when the field at P is due to the superposition of two
waves,

i(t)=Re e‑"(toLuW2'̀ SE,･Ei dA. (7)
With a knowledge of the spatial variation of the electric field across the
detection surface, the output current for the problems of interest can be
calculated from Eq. (7).

3. Unfocused Light
A schematic representation of the problem of detecting two unfecused

eec,･Q,4! eDc,,4,z,,1lightbeamsisshowninFigs.1and

' 2. Two light beams emanating from
points Poi (.Xbi, Y6i,Zbi) and Po2 (Xo2,

Yb2,Zb2) are superimposed at the de‑
tector surface. The detector is cen‑
tered at x=y==O in the plane 2==O.
The light from Poi and Po2 is assumed
'

z

Z;n
'Sli L'[;･t' tlln'̀E:n'

sgi

sz{,

,51,

X
z

Fig. 1,

LY

Representation of detection process
with unfocused Iight.
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e
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x
Fig. 2. A right‑handed orthogonal

system.
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to propagate in the form of spherical waves, and the distances ri and r2 from

each source to any point on the detector is such that the 11r variation is
negligible. With these assumptions, the field at P(x,y,O) on the detection
surface is given by

V(P, t)=Eie‑jWit+E,e‑jw2', (8)
where

Ei=AiejAU"i, E2:=A,eik2"2. (9)
The distance from a point Pe. to a point P on the detector is
7'?i = [(̀C ‑ 'Xbn)2 +(ZX ‑ Y6.)2 + Zlil,]i12

:=: [1""‑2xXo,,‑2zs X.+a;2+zl2]l12, (lo)
'

where

7A;i2=X3iz+Ylllz+zaL･ (11)
Since the linear dimension of the detector is small compared to r,, r. can be

expanded by means of the binomlBal theorem. The result is

'
7‑n=[7";z2+(X2+z/2‑2cXo.‑2zlY6.)]112
==rr,+!(r,)Li(c2‑Fz12‑2JcX6,,‑2zlU.)

2
‑"(7";,)J3(v2+zx2‑2uXb,,‑2zlX.)+'''

22 sin2p,,+･･･, (12)
E‑:: 7‑,‑ccos0.‑ycosq,,+ 2¥,sin20.+ 2g.z
where

0.=COS‑1(X'onfr,',), SD,,=Cos‑1(Yo.lr,). (13)
Through use of Eqs. (9) and (12) the detector output current can be written as
i(t) = Re e‑'(opiL"'2)tS.t e)(ki'i A!" 2) clA

=Ree‑j'(ttii‑̀"t)ted(ki"{7k2'E)S.e)f(x･gy)dA, (14)
where
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f(x,y)=(‑k,cos0,+k,cos0,)x+(‑k,cosg,+k,cosg,)y
+(2k7i.I sin2ei‑‑2k72.i sin2e2)x2+(2ig1{ sin2gi‑ 2ig2.i sin2g2)y2

+(t.,COS0i'COS91‑i/,COS02･COSg2)xy+･･･. (15)
'

The problem of determining the output current when two coherent light beams

strike upon a detector has been reduced to evaluating Eq. (14). When the
quadratic and higher order terms in Eq. (15) are neglected, the light incident
upon the detector from each source is effectively a plane wave. The detection
problem is then equivalent to a Frunhofer diffraction problem,

3.1. The Rectangular Surface
When the detector of sides a and b is located in the Fraunhofer region
of the light sources the output current is given by
i(t)...ReeuJ(wi‑tu2)te'(ki'l"k2'E)S̀‑̀f,i,,S'r/i,eif(X'V)de'cly

:=ReenO'i(MiTM:)t‑(ki"{''k2,E)]
×S"u/i2ei:2kicose!+A:ueose,]xcla]Sb‑ib2/2ej[‑lt,cosp,+k,cosp,iydy

:‑:abD(0i,02,gi,g2)cos[(toi‑to2)t‑￠], (16)
where
l, 0

× 0,5

0

o

su

/ootho
250
X rdegreesi
Fig. 3. Plot of y=sin xlx.

jt)0
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D(ei,e2,p,,g,) =‑ S'"plp./"21.?Z . S'"qigb212) ,

p :=: ‑ki cos ei+k2 cos 02,

(17)

q == ‑ki cos gi+k2 cos p2,
￠ = k,i‑I ‑ k,7‑6 .

D(ei,02,gi,g2) is the directivity factor and a p!ot

of sinx!x is shown in

Fig. 3.

Now consider two special cases of interest.

The first special case is that

in which ei:=gi=rr!2. This corresponds to aligning one beam so that its
equivalent point of origin is on the line perpendicular to the detector and
passing through the detector center (Fig. 4). The local oscillator in an optical
superheterodyne receiver might be so Iocated. In this case p and q become

z

&
a
z

4‑‑ rrne

e=ny2

y

x

Fig. 4. Representation of detection with unfocused
light in the case in which 0i=Pi=rt12,

p=k,sin￠2･cosS2, ), (ls)

q=k2sin￠2･sin62. i

It is apparent that the required condition for negligible reduction in coherent

detection can be calculated by

D(0i,e,,g,,g,)l1/V‑2‑. (19)
Figure 5 shows the angular selectivity of 62 and ip2 for Eq. (19) in the case

where ab=1cm2 and ab==2cm2 at 22==1pt. For example if two light sources
transmit at 1 pt and impinge at angles 0i=:gi==n!2, 62=O and ip2 on a detector
surface whose effective mixing area is the square of side 1 cm the two beams
must be parallel to within about ￠,==2.54×10m3 deg. In the rectangle of sides

a=2cm and b=1cm, ip2=1.27×10"3 deg. This is a very stringent angle
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Fig. 5. The angular selectivity of 62 and ip2 for
D (0i, e2, 9], 92))11Vr2r in the rectangular

photosensitive surfaces at 22=1pt and
0i == Pi =: r,/2; (a) a=1cm, b==1cm

(b) a=:1cm, b=2cm,
limitation. For large angle differences, the difference frequency output current
will be more or less totally suppressed by the directivity factor D (ei,02,pi,g2).

The second special case of interest is that in which ei=02==0 and
gi=g2=g. This condition means exactly parallel and non‑normal incidence
beams. Then p and g reduce

p==(k,‑ki)sinip･cos6, l' (2o)
q=(k,‑ki)sin￠･sino". 1
where ipi= ￠2= ip and bi=:=B2==S. As a numerical example, let the wavelength
Ri = 22 + AR, the rectangular surface of sides a ==2 cm and b== 1 cm, zlf= 150 MHz

and 6=O. Then sin￠==44, which, is of course impossible. The result means
that as ip ranges from O to 90 deg. the operation is confined to a small region

near the peak of the curve of D(ei,e2,g3,g2). This result also points out
that the detection of beats from exactly parallel beams is less critica! to aBgular

adjustment than the case in which one beam is aligned and the other is not.
Namely if the two light beams are parallel, the angle at which they are incident
upon the detector surface is not important.
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3.2. The Circular Surface

L

In a similar way the output current can be investigated when the detector
of a circular surface is located in the Fraunhofer region of the light sources.

It is now approximated to use polar instead of rectangular coordinates. Let
(P, 6) be the polar coordinates of a typical point:

x=Pcos6, y=Psin6. (21)
The function f(x, y) now becomes

f(x,y)=Pcos6(‑fe,cos0i+k2cos02)+Psin6(‑kicosgi+k2cosg2)

=Ptu cos (ti‑7n), (22)
where

m‑tan"i(qlP), L (23)

to2=p2+q2. J

The output current now is given by, if Po is the radius of the circular surface,

i(t)=ReeLO'<̀"i7tu2)̀ej(ks"I"lt2"S)SP,OSi"eJ'WPeeS("rM)pdpds. (24)

Now, we have the well‑known integral representation of the Bessel Function
,71,(x):

,7],( e)= 12";" j:r'ei:ccosaednadtv. (2s)
Equation (24) therefore reduces to

z(t)‑=2zcos[(to,‑tu,)t‑￠]S:OP%(tu,P)dP. (26)
AIso, there is the well‑known recurrence relation

2il‑il‑[i)'t'itJl,ti(Jc)] ==: c'i",Jl,(̀v), (27)
giving, for n=O, on integration

S:,"Jc'.76(vt)cla]' :== iJ,Jl(c). (28)
From Eqs. (26) and (28) it follows that

i(t) ‑= TPgD(tu, P,) cos [(to,‑to2)t‑ip], (29)
where
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zo

tss Q5

0

O 1.0 20i>C'50 50 60 ro aO
Fig. 6. Plot of y=2.Jl(x)lx.

D(to, tuPo
p,)= 2di(tu) Po). (3o)
The function y::::2,71(x)lx is given in Fig. 6.
The first. special case of interest is that in which 0i=yi=rr!2, In this
case tu reduces to
to .= k,

It is apparent that the required condition for negligible reduction in output
current can be calculated by
D(tu, po) )‑ ‑

For example, iftwo beams transmit at 1pt and impinge on a detection surface

of radius Po==O.5cm, the two beams must be parallel to within about
￠, := 2.96 × lo‑3 deg. This is a very severe angle limitation. For large angle
difference, the output current will be more or less totally suppresed by the
directivity factor D(tu,P,). The second special case is that in which 0i=:e2==0
and gi==92==9･ Then tu becomes
to =

(k2‑ki) sin ￠. (33)

As a numerical example, Iet the circular detector of radius Po=O.5cm and
47C=‑ 150 MHz. Then sin ip=80, which, is of course impossible. This means
that if the two beams are parallel, the angle at which they are incident upon
the detection surface is not important.
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1. 0

K

llll

g
R as
g
s

0 ‑‑4
O 40.5
rad 1,0x/0
Fig. 7. The theoretical normalized output [D(￠2)ID(O)]2 vs ip2

in the case where Oi=9i=ft12 and 62=O at 6328A;

(a) the rectangular detector of sides a:=b==0.4cm, (b)

the circular detector of radius po=O,2cm, and (c)
the rectangular detector of the same area with (b).

,.,..Wh.e.nd,0

,i

,9i,=..n12.,',6g,=,tt,",ts,,b‑J, ar>c,,a,4!
.‑
.'

er)r:,, u,"g;,y

the normalized output as a function of ip2

are presented in Fig. 7 in the case of
rectangular and circular detectors.

4. Focused Beams
4. 1. Beams Focused by a Single Aperture

If the light is considered to pass

through a single focusing system, which x
can be indicated schematically as a lens,
then the problem can be represented as in

y

Fig. 8. The lens is located in the x=O
plane and the detector in the z=2 plane,
both centered at x==y=O. The field at the
detector surface is now a supperpositioll
of two fields which have been diffracted

by the Iens. The !ens is assumed to be
in the Fraunhofer region or far field of
the light sources. That is, the light inci‑

Z
Fig. 8. Representation of detection

process with focused light
beams with a single aperture,
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dent upon the aperture is effectively in the form of plane waves. Thus, the
fields at the detector surface vary spatially as Fraunhofer diffraction patterns.

The field at the detector surface is

'i+E,e‑j"2t, ''' (34)

V(1)b, t) = E,e‑Jtut

'

En=S.,,e.'k,',t("'i"S'ms･ (3s)
The distance r,, from a point Po. to a point Q on the aperture is

112
rn = [(4} ‑ ‑X6n)2 + ()7 ‑ Yl)n)2 + Zgn]

=::(r;,2‑2eX,.‑2vYb.+e2+rp2)'!2, (36)
where r;, is given by Eq. (11). Also, the distance s from P on the detector
to 9 is

s==[(x‑6)2+(y‑rp)2+z2)]112

=(s'2‑2x6‑2yrp+e2+rp2)'‑/2, (37)
where

'

s'2=x2+y2+z. (38)
i

Again, using the binominal theorem and retaining only the linear terms, Eqs.
(36) and (37) become

?‑.=r;, ‑g cos e.‑rp cos g,,, (39)
'

and

'

s=‑s'‑6g‑rp‑Z‑,.
(4o)
ss
where 0,, and y. are given by Eq. (13).
The spatial variation of the field at the surface of the detector becomes,
by substituting Eqs. (39) and (40) into Eq. (35)
En(JC, Zl)=i: japelfiIrj'ek'i(gCOSe'L'ILVCOSP'i+eri};"+Vscr')cl{?.cb7. (41) ,

Again the constants are dropped. Now Eq. (7) can be recongnized to be the

i(t)‑Ree‑'("i‑o'2'tF(O,O), (42)
where
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F(a, P)‑Srco E,(x, y)･E,* (Jc, y)ej2n(ax+Py) de･dy, (43)
is essentially the total of the radiation falling on the detector surface.

By rearranging the terms in Eq, (41), in the case of a rectangular aperture of
sides e,, and rp.,
E.((rc,y)=Se‑"i',2v,S"‑"l12..i,e"J‑kn(gcosen+vcospn+‑2t‑+lt)di?.th7

=:= Siii,li,[G(e)e‑d""COSO,t "]e‑jkns ,x, de

xS7‑",i,7,,,,[G(rp)e‑jk"COSPn'"]eu"k7tv‑gercth7, (44)

where

G(e") ‑:: G(rp)‑1. (45)
By making a change of variables,
Se‑ìe12/,[G(e)e‑""ncose7,'E]euj'k.etr, de

=2?es'Stliie/,2,)'2e,S,1,.G(x2.s')e‑"ltneoson'x2ns'e‑,'2r･zxdz

=S:.. Gn(X)e‑'2rr"̀t dX =' En( i])) (46)
where
G.(x)=2.s'e‑jA'nbOS"n'e, when lel$e.!2, l

=O, when16[>6,,!2,f (47)

and

e‑ X2.s'. (48)

In the same way it follows that

SV‑̀il,[12[G(rp)eLO'th"eOSP"'V]e‑dkn7ru,1‑clv

=S:..Gn(T)e‑'2neYdT=E(zl), (49)
where
G,,(T)=R.ste"jZ',tCOSPn'?, when 1rpl:illD,t/2, l

‑O, when lrp1>rp,,12, J
and

･ (50)
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'7=TjRnS'･ (51)

Then Eq. (44) caR be rewritten as

E.(x,z/)=S:..G.(X)e"2n'XdZsc...G,,(T)e‑j2"WdT,

==:: En(X)En(Y)･ (52)
Equation (52) can be viewed to be in the form of a Fourier transform of
the aperture function phase shifted by k.cosO.X2.s' and k.cosp.TR.s' and
changed from e. and rp,, to e,,12.s' and rp,,!R.s' in size. From a convolution in

Fourier transform theory it can be shown that
F(cr, P) == S:.. Ei(x, y)･E2* (x, y)e‑o'2rr("x"'Py) clic･dy

=S℃..Ei(X) E2"(X)e'2maXcinrSTcoEi(y)‑E,"(y)ei2r'"ydy

=S:.Gi(cr+X)'G2"(Z)dXSr..Gi(P+T)･G2'(T)clr, (53)
where G.(X) and .[il,,(Jc) are transform pairs and G.(T) and E.(y) are transform
palrs.

From Eqs. (42) and (53), the expression for the current becomes

i(t)=:=Reen'""i""2'tSl:G,(X)･G,'(Z)dXSi:G,(T)･G,*(T)clr, (54)
When Eqs. (47) and (50) are substituted into Eq. (54),
i(t) = Re e jC̀oi‑bl:)tSE‑̀1i,:lil,,exp[ =7'(ki cos 0i･2is'‑ k2 cos e2'22s')] ZdX

×SV‑",/,TA,21,',,exp[‑y'(kicossDi･2i･s'‑k2cosg)2･12s')]TclT, (ss)

where 2i is assumed to be less than 22 and the unessential constant factor has

been ignored. The current then becomes

i(t)=D,,, cos (tui‑to2)t, (56)
where
D,,, ‑ s'"(,[(.c,oz,01i.c,o2,9glut22] ･ si7.[.(go,s, g‑･ i.goi,)p,2i3itf,!221, (s7)

which is similar in form to the unfocused Fraunhofer problem in the case of
the rectanguiar detector surface.

When 0i==gi==r,12, then from Eq. (57)
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sin[k2e. cos e,12] . sin[k2rp,, cos g212]

Dsfi =

k26.cosO212 k2rp,,cosp212

This result is identical to the result for 0i==g)i=T12 in the unfocused case
except that g,, and rp. have replaced a and b, respectively.
and gi:==92=9, it follows that

a. ‑ 1,

When 0i==02=0
(59)

which indicates that the current is effectively independent of incidence angle
within the range for which the assumption of analysis are valid.
Focusing, therefore, with a single effective aperture tends to increase the
directivity when the aperture intercepts more light than the detector surface.
If two beams are unfocused they completely overlap at the detector; however,
whell coming inat different angles they focus at different points, thus reducing
the mixing effect. Inserting the lens is equivalent to changing the aperture,
and as the aperture increases in the coherent detection process the directivity
mcreases. When detecting coangular signals, then focusing the incident beam
tends to remove any angular dependence by removing
' any phase variation
across the detector surface regardless of frequency separatlon.

4.2. Beams Focused by Two Apertures
The result of Sec. 4.1 is concerned with the effect of focusing light
beams with a single rectangular aperture of sides e,, and ty., this shows that
the directional pattern is narrowed as the aperture is increased because the

size of the'images has been decreased. Now, consider the case where two
rectangular apertures are used ancl are translated so that the images remain
fixed as the angle of incidence changesii).

The schematic representation of the problem is shown in Fig. 9. The
lenses are located in the z=O plane centered at E oi,rpoi,eo2 and rpo2, and the
detector is in the 2==2 plane centered at x==y::=O. The coordinate axes el,rpl

and z are oriented at 6oi and rpei in the z=rO plane and the coordinate axes
8S, nS and x are oriented at Go2 and rpo2 in the z=O plane. The distance from
Poi to a point 9i on the first aperture is given by
7‑

?=(Xb,‑e)2+(Y,,‑rp)2+Z3,
[xbl‑(eol+61)]2+[}lol‑(rpol+ny1)]2+zel

= IAI'2‑2&(X,,‑gA,,)2‑2rp,(Y6,‑rp,,)2+gr+rp?,

(60)

where
7‑l2 =(X6,‑e,,)2+(U,‑rp,,)2+Zg,,

(61)
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Fig. 9. Representation of detection process in which two apertures
are used and are translated so that the images remain fixed
as the angle of incidence changes,

and the distance from P of the detector to Qi is

s?=(x‑g)2+(y‑v)2+z2
= [x ‑ (eol + el)]2 + [y ‑ (rpol " rp1)]2 + z2
= ,12 ‑ 2. (e,, + s,) ‑ 2y (rp,, + rp,) + er + nyr

+x2+y2+2goi8i‑2rpoirpi,

(62)

where
sl2=eg,+rpg,+2?.

(63)

With the aid of the binominal theorem it follows that
7‑, = 7‑l ‑ S.i(‑Xbi,‑eoi) ‑ ‑12i(Yb.l.t‑?.{lu)‑,

7'1 7"1
and

(64)
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,1
si=si‑sl(6oix+eix+rp,iy+rp,y‑e,,e,‑rp,,rp,).
. (6s)
With the fact that

cosoi=::(X,,‑e,,)1rl=e,,ls{, l

(66)

cosqi==(Y6i‑rp,i)lr{=rpoilsl,J '
ri+si can be written as

7‑,+s, = 7‑f+sl‑Jzr cos 0, ‑y cos g),‑ ei9 ‑ rpiY . (67)
Sl Sl
The spatial variation of the field at the detector surface is given by

En == S.,,g .'Al'L("""Sn' dS. (6s)
In the case of a rectangular of sides G,,. and rp.., E. can be written as

enx ,s;iv7tv
E. = SE‑"e'.il,:,SOr"Ill:2er"k'i<"COSO'i"'crCOS""'
r‑s;t ) de.di7.
=[e‑jknxCoSOnSil.G.(Xn)e‑j2"'ZnXclZ.]
× [e2jAnVeOSOnSii.. G.(T.)e‑J2nVnY drn]

== Gn( c)e"jknXCOSen･Gn(zl)e7j'knYCOSPn) (69)
where

G.(.fi.)‑::1 when lg.ISg,,./2, 1

(70)

:=:O when 16nl>6an!2, f
G.(rp.)=1 when Ig.IS‑e..12, l
=o when lrp.[>ea.12, I
and

(71)
'

en=Zn2nS;i) '7n=TnRnS;i･ (72)
Now the output current is given by
i(t) = Re e‑'(̀"i‑̀V2'̀See.. IIIi'Ei' cin; dy

== Re eLj("'i‑W2)tj℃..exp Ii2rr( COIS, e2 ‑ C02S, 0i ) x] Gi(x)･G2" (x)clu

XS:..expP2z(COiS,92‑CORS,9i)y]G,(y)･G,*(y)dy (73)
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from Eq. (59).

And by use of a convolution in Fourier transform it can be shown that
i(t) :::= Re e'mj<wi‑w2)t S℃. G, [( CORS, e2 ‑ CORS, 0i ) + x]･ Gi (x)clx

xS:..G,[(‑Ei9AS,902‑CORS,gO‑i‑)+T]･G,*(.)d. (74)
since G,,(x) and G.(X) are transform pairs and G.(y) and G.(T) are transform
pairs. Equation (74) indicates that the angular sensitivity may be obtained
by evaluating a convolution integral at particular values of 0i, gi, e2 and g2.

FrQm Eqs. (70) and (71),

Gi(X)=‑1 when IXIny<.4,,i122is;, l

G2(X)=1 when ]xl=<g,,,122,sE, i (75)

and

Gi(T)==1 when IT]S.rp.i!222sE, 1

G2(T)=1 when iTI$rp,,,122,sS. { (76)

A plot of

D(P)=S:..Gi(P+Z)･G2*(X)clX (77)
is shown in Fig. 10. The expression goes to zero at

!･ 0

Sas
c>

0

ii,ilgy,･
' + i,,;.L･

fk, ifL,
2,l,S,' 2A,sit

Fig. 10. Plot of convolution integrai
for Eq. (77).

ie,
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P== C02S,(‑?‑‑‑‑9‑‑02S,0i ==i‑2ifi,il‑‑il,2s , (7s)
When 0i= gi =:: nf2 and e,ti22sE =e.2Risl and o"2 == O the tolerance on the angular
difference is

sinL gb2‑O.586 S̀,̀i,. (79)
As a numerical example, let 8,,i==1cm' and s(==100cm
'

￠,=1.67 >< 10‑' deg. (80)

This result indicates that the method of multip!e focusing can make coherent
detection relatively in sensitive to angular displacement and that, if the images

of the focused beams are always overlapped, then the directional property is
less sensitive to the angle. However, the condition that two beams overlap
implies a critical alignment in actual devices. Read and Friedi3) have avoided

this problem by making one beam much larger than the other. While the
angular sensitivity becomes less critical, the efllciency of the detection process

is reduced because some of the energy is not used and it also generates shot
noise which is undesirable.

/. o

g
R

g

b

S 05

g
si

a

O 1,o 2o.lo‑5
ig rad

Fig. 11.

The theoretical normalized output [D(￠2)!D(O)l2 vs ￠2 in the

case where ei=9i=rr12 and 62=O at 6328 A; (a) unfocused
light on the rectangular detector of sides a=b=O.4 cm,and
focused light with a single aperture of sides sC' e:::Vo==O,4 cm

and s'=65cm, (b) focused light with two apertures of
ttfd=rptti=6ft2=V(t2=O,4cm and Ri=22.
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When 0i == gi= rr12 and o"2= O at 6328 oA calculated curves of the normalized

output as a function ip2 are shown in Fig. Il in the case of unfocused light,
focused beams with a single aperture, and focused beams with multiple aper‑
tures. It was assumed that a=:=b==O.4cm for unfocused light, 6,,==rp,,rm‑O.4cm
and s'==65cm for focused light with a single aperture, and 6,ti==n,ti=g.2=rp,,2

=O.4cm and Ai=R2 for focused light with multiple apertures.

5. A Comparison of Theoretical and
Experimental Values
To test the above theoretical predictions an experimental technique utilizing
a beam splitter to separate the output of a single laser into a local oscillator

and signal beam was used. Figure 12 shows that this homodyne system is
c
Sr

A

va

LASEe

o
DErEcroR

M, S.
Fig. 12. Experimental setup,

basically a Mach‑Zehnder interferometer. A collimated beam from a He‑Ne
laser was split in two portions, a "local oscillator" beam going towards mirror
Mi, and a "signal" beam going towards mirror M2. The signal beam is
amplitude‑modulated by a mechanical chopper C and attenuated by an optical
attenuator A just before chopper C. The local oscillator and signal beams
reflected by mirrors Mi and M2 were combined at the beam splitter S2 and
were detected. The laser used in this work was a 6328Ae He‑Ne laser.
Several different detectors were used, including a MS9S photomultiplier, a

7696photomultiplierandLSD39photodiodes. The beam was passed through
an aperture, finally impinging on the photosensitive surface and the output
was amplified.

The output for unfocused light, normalized to a

maxlmum value of 1 is
'

shown in Fig. 13 in the case where the radius of aperture just before the
photosensitive surface of MS9S photomultiplier is l.5mm and 0i=gi==T!2‑
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Detected signal for unfocused light vs angular mismatch in
the case in which the radius of the circular photosensitive
surface is

1.5 mm and 0i == 9i=n12 and a MS9S photomul‑

tiplier is used.
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Detected signal for unfocused light vs angular mismatch in
the case where the rectangular photosensitive surface of
sides a =: 1,3 mm and b=2mm, 0i :=: 9i= ff!2, 62 :=O and a 7696
photomultiplier is used. (From Mr. K, Koyanagi).
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The experimental values are in the shaded region and they accompany the
theoretically expected curve as a function of angular misalignment. Figure 14
shows the normalized output as a function of angular misalignment in the case

where the rectangular detector surafce of sides a‑‑1.3mm and b==2.0 mm and
ei=gi=n12 and 62:=O. As seen from Figs. 13 and 14, good experimental con‑
firmation for unfocused light is obtained with the optical homodyne system
of rectangular and circular photosensitive surfaces.

1.0

K

s

rwErORE7"ZC;4L CvaL!E'

g

s

O.5

l
EL)CrftzETRtMENmaL ti;4LUZi'S

o
% rad
Fig. IS. Detected signal for focused light beams vs angular mismatch
in the case in which the focal length of the focusing lens is

65cm and the radius of the photosensitive surface is 1.5mm

and a MS9S photomultiplier is used. The discrepancy
between theoretical and experiinental values is caused by the
short focal length,

When the focusing lense was placed just before the splitter Si experimental

and theoretical values as a function of angular misalignment are shown in
Fig. 15. The focal length of the focusing lens was 65cm and the diameter
of laser beam was 3mm. The circular surface of radius 1.5mm was located
at 135 cm from the focusing lens. As seen from this figure, the theoretically

expected curve of angular misalignment is somewhat larger than that of the
experimental values. It is considered that this discrepancy was caused by the

short focal length of the focusing lens. However, it should be noted from
Figs. 13, l4 and 15 that as the angle of incidence changes the directional
pattern is less sensitive to the angle.
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6. Conclusions
In optical heterodyne detection processes, Corcoran's analysis in the di‑
rectional characteristics of one‑dimensional photosensitive surface was modified
to two‑dimensional detectors.
The directivity factors could be summarized as follows;

1> The directivity factor of a rectangular detector of sides a and b,
D(0i,e2,gi,g2), is given by 4sin(pa12)･sin(qb12)lpqab
2) The directivity factor of a circular detector of radius Po is shown by
D(ca,Po):==2di(tu,Po)1tuPo‑

3) The directivity factor of focusing light beams with a single rectangular
aperture of sides 6. and rp. is in a similar form to the unfocused Fraunhofer
problem, and the clirectional pattern is narrowed as the rectangular aperture

is increased.

4) The directional pattern is less sensitive to angle when two rectangular
apertures are used and translated so that the images remain fixed as the
angle of incidence changes,

5) Good experimental confirmation was obtained with opticai homodyne
recelvers.
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